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Let (L;(t)), be for tl> -1, the sequence of generahzed Laguerre polynomials. 
Then we consider the orthonormal system ((n!/T(n + GI + 1))“’ L:(t) Pi2 e-I’*), in 
L2( [O, +co)). We study the expansions of certain spaces of generalized functions 
with respect to this orthonormal system (for a = 0, this space of generalized func- 
tions is the space of tempered distributions with positive support). We characterize 
the sequences of Fourier-Laguerre coefficients which appear in these expansions. 
Finally we give some applications G 1990 Academic Press. Inc 
The problem of expanding the elements of a distribution space with 
respect to different orthonormal systems has been treated by several 
authors: 
In [ 17, p. 2611 we find the expansions of the elements of S’ with respect 
to the orthonormal system of the Hermite polynomials. 
In [8, p. 5501 it proves the following result: 
Let u a tempered distribution with positive support and a, = 
(u, L,(t) P-~/*) where L,(t) are the Laguerre polynomials, then (a,), ES’ 
(where s’ is the space of slowly decreasing sequences). Moreover, if 
(a,), ES’, then there exists a tempered distribution with positive support U, 
such that 
a, = (24, L,(t) e-r’*). (1) 
In [21, Chap. 9; 20) we also find expressions of this kind, but the delini- 
tions he uses make it difhcult to recognize the spaces where the expansions 
are valid. Although this author identifies the space in the case of Hermite 
polynomials (as the space S’ of tempered distributions), he does not specify 
the space in the case of Laguerre polynomials. 
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The works [ll, 13, 151 contain expansions of the same kind as in [21]. 
Certain summability methods also were employed in [2, 143 for expansions 
of generalized functions. 
In this paper, we extend the result of [IS] cited before and we obtain 
news and interesting properties aplying these results. 
In Section 1 we introduce the space S + of restrictions to [0, co) of 
rapidly decreasing functions and the spaces t”‘*S + = { Pi24 : 4 E S + }. We 
shall identify the dual of S +, (S +)’ with the space of tempered distribu- 
tions with positive support. 
In Section 2 we give some news bounds for the generalized Laguerre 
polynomials (see Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.2). Using these bounds we 
extend (1) in the following sense: 
Let 9;(t) = (n!/r(n + a + l))“* e-‘f2ta’21~(t) which are an orthonormal 
system in t*([O, +a)). As At’;(t)E t”*S+, given UE (P”S+)’ we can study 
the coefficients a, = (u, .2’:(t)). 
The main result is the following (Theorems 2.5): 
Let 4etai2S+ and a,=jo+“q5(t)P?~(t)dt. Then (u~)~Es and 4(t)= 
C, a,.TZ~(t) in taJ2S +. Conversely, given (a,), ES there exists 4 E t”*S + 
such that a, = jof” qd( t) T’;(t) dt. So t”12S + and s are isomorphic as 
topological vector spaces. 
Dualizing this result and making tl = 0, we give a new proof of (1). 
In Section 3 we give some examples of expansions. We also characterize 
the Fourier-Laguerre coefficients of n,, -I PI’S + (Theorem 3.2), we 
apply the previous results to extend easily some integral operators to the 
spaces (t”‘2S +)’ (Remarks 3.3 and 3.6). Finally, we obtain as an easy 
consequence (of Theorem 2.9) that (S + )’ is an algebra for the convolution 
product (Remark 3.7). 
TERMINOLOGY 
Throughout the paper S denotes the space of rapidly decreasing func- 
tions, and s’ its dual, i.e., the space of tempered distributions (basic 
references for distributions spaces are [17, 51). We write s for the space of 
rapidly decreasing sequences and s’ its dual, i.e., the space of slowly 
decreasing sequences. We use the following notation for special functions: 
the Laguerre polynomials are denoted by L;(t) = C; = 0 (“,r z)( ( - t)k/k!), 
c1> - 1 (for information about Laguerre polynomials we refer to [ 16, 18]), 
the Bessel functions of first kind by J,, u > - 1, and the modified Bessel 
functions of first kind by I,, 01 > - 1. 
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1. THE SPACES P’S +, (t”!“S + )’ 
DEFINITION 1.1. We define the space S + as follows: 
s+ = {f: [O, +cc)-+c~(3q5ES)(vt~O)(f(t)=(b(t))] 
with the topology generated by the seminorms /I. l)k,nr k, n E N defined by 
llfIlk.n = SUPIE(O, +m) tV”V)l. 
Using a known theorem of Bore1 [ 19, p. 3901, it is easy to identify S + 
with the functions f: (0, +cc ) + C of class VW such that IlfIIk,n < +co, and 
so s+ is clearly a Frtchet space. It is also isomorphic to S/A, where 
A= {&S:sop&=(-co,O)). A s in the duality (S, S’) the orthogonal of A 
is the space of tempered distributions with support in [0, +oo), it follows 
from the general theory of locally convex spaces [ 10, p. 2631, that (S +)’ 
can be identified with this space. 
DEFINITION 1.2. (a) Let t”‘S + = { t@q$:# E S + } with the topology 
induced by S +. 
(b) Since .2’:(t) = (n!/r(n + LX + 1))“’ e-‘/*Pi21~(t) E PI’S + (where 
L:(t) are the generalized Laguerre polynomials) we can define the Fourier- 
Laguerre coeficients of an element u E ( tai2S + )’ by a, = (u, U;(t)). 
(c) We shall say that q5 E S + n S if the function 
belongs to S. 
Note 1.3. (a) If a/2=n~N then (t”“S’)‘%(S+)‘/B, where B= 
(c;::, ukS(k’: with a,eC, k=O,...n- 11. 
Indeed, let F: (S + )’ --) (t”‘*S + )’ defined by (F(u), t”#(t) ) = (u, t”qS(t)), 
where u E (S + )’ and 4 E S +. It is clear that F is continuous. We shall prove 
that it is onto. Let v E (t”‘*S + )‘. We consider w  E (S + )’ defined by 
<w4(t))=(~,t”d(t)) if +ES+, then there exists u E (S +)’ such that 
u = w/t”. It is clear that F(u) = u. So (P’/‘S’)‘z (S+)‘/Ker(F). But if 
UE Ker(F), it is clear that sop(u) c (0) and so it is easy to prove that 
Ker(F)= {~~:~c~$~):With &EC, k=O,...n-1). 
(b) It is easy to verify that +4 E S + n S if and only if 
lim ,-ro+ qick)(t)=O for all keN, and so S+nS=&,-, t’l/ZS+. 
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2. FOURIER-LAGUERRE COEFFICIENTS IN tOL12S+ AND (fai2S+)' 
The aim of this Section is to characterize the spaces tai2S +, (I”“&’ + )’ in 
terms of the Fourier-Laguerre coefficients. 
We shall give some bounds of the Laguerre polynomials. These 
bounds improve the ones of [16,18]. For M =0 a better bound is 
known (IL,(t)\ < ePri2 [ 18, p. 1621). These results will be proved after 
Theorem 2.9 below. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zfcl<O, t>O and nEN, then 
2-” r(1/2) r( -U/2) 
IG(t)l G efi2 2n’ r((l _ a),2) 
Moreover if -2 < c1< - 1 then IL:(t)1 < 2e’i2. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For CI > - 2, t > 0 and n E N we have 
(where [x] is the integral part of the real number x). 
We shall need also two technical lemmas, which are proved at the end 
of this Section: 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf (a,), E s then for every c1 > - 1, p E R 
C,“=O a,, tPe- “‘L:(t) and its derivatives converge uniformly on compact sets 
of (0, +co). Zf BEN, they converge in compact sets of [0, +a). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let (a,) E s, y > 0, x E R, w  = ( - l/2 + 2nix)/( l/2 + 2nix) 
and f(x) = C,“= 0 a, w”( 1 - u))‘. Given je N and k E N which satisfy 
k > j + 1 - y, then (x’~(x))‘~’ E L’(R). 
We are ready to prove the main theorem of this Section: 
THEOREM 2.5. Let c1> - 1, then we have: 
(a) If (4LsN ES, C,“=, a,.YE(t) converges in t’/*S +. 
(b) Let 4Et”12S+ and a,,=!,” 4(t) Y:(t) dt. Then (cz~)~~~Es and 
~(t)=C~=,a,diP~(t) in P’*S+. 
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Proof (a) Let ~(t)=C~=oant”“-U’~(r) and $(r)=C:=,a,Yi(t). By 
lemma 2.3, II/ and 4 are of class gG’ in (0. + x ). 
Step 1. $(t) = C,“L, ~,~t”“diuz(t) converges in (S + )‘. 
Indeed, let 
t;: s + -L”([O, +cxJ)) 
F( qs) =tq 
which is continuous since CI > - 1. Consequently its adjoint is continuous, 
and so the map 
H:L2([0, +co))*(S+)’ 
H(f) = t”‘2f, 
which is the adjoint of F except for one conjugation, is continuous. 
As (CXt))n is an orthonormal system in L’([O, +co)), 4 = 
C,“=O a,Z’z(t) converges in L2( [0, +co)) and so H(4) =CzzO ~,,t”‘~~~(t) 
= I) converges in (S + )‘. 
Step 2. Given j, k E N, if k > j - a, h,hcJ) is bounded in [0, +cc ). 
By Step 1, we can apply the Fourier transform term by term to $(t) = 
C,“=, a, t”‘*6pz(t) (notice that we can identify (S + )’ with {U E S’ :sop u c 
[O, +co)}) thus obtaining 
$(x) = f a*tG;(l) 
n=O 
m  
= 
c ( 
a, 
T(cr+n+l) “2 (-1/2+2niK)” 
n=O n! > (l/2+ 27ciX)z+n+1 
in S’. The Fourier transform formula of t”‘2=!.Z’z(t) can be found in 
[3, p. 1911. 
Let b,=a,(T(cr+n+ 1)/n.) 1 ij2. Then (b,), ES and if we put w  = 
( - l/2 + 27cix)/( l/2 + 2aix), we get 1,6(x) = x:,“=. b,w”( 1 - w)‘+ ‘. 
As the series converges uniformly, $ will be a function. By Lemma 2.4, 
given j, kE N, if k> j- CI, then (x’$(x))‘~‘EL’(R). As (x~$(x))‘“‘= 
(l/2+’ ( -2nit)k t+@‘(x) as a result of [S, p. 1031, tk$(‘)(t) is bounded. 
Step 3. Iff(t)=C,“=oa,t-“2~~(t) thenfES+. 
Indeed, f(t) = t-*$(t). We shall find finite constants Mk,,, k, js N such 
that tk(f(‘)(t)( <M k,, in [0, +co). By Lemma 2.3 and the definition of 
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Y:(t), it follows that tkfo’(t) is bounded in [0, 11. Let us see that it is also 
bounded in [l, +co). If k>j-or-1 then 
tklf(‘)(t)l = tkl(t-M~(t))“‘l 
< i M,tk+ll$(J-m)(t)l <constant, 
in=0 
where the last inequality follows from Step 2. 
If k<j--a+1 let y>O such that k+y>j-a-1. Then Itkf(‘)(t)l= 
1(1/t’) tk+Y’(‘)(t)) <constant in [l, +co), by the previous case. 
Step 4. The map G: s + PI’S + defined by 
is continuous. 
The map is well defined by Step 3. We shall apply the closed graph 
theorem for Frechet spaces. Let (a:), + (a,), in s and G((az),) = qrn with 
(cp,)+cp in PI’S+. 
As (9;(t)), is orthonormal we have a: = jz rp,8z(t) dt. It is clear that 
a, = lim m-cc a;. As (P,,,+(P in t “‘S + we have that Icp,(t)l 6 Mtai2, hence 
(q,(t) Z;(t)1 <Mtai2Y~(t)cL1([0, +co)) since cx> - 1. So we can apply 
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, to obtain 
a, = jrn lim p,(t) P;(t) dt =jz q(t) Y;(t) dt. 
0 m+m 0 
So G((u,), = cp. This finishes Step 4. 
As (~~)~=C;=~a~e~ in s, where e,= (6,,),, by Step 4, we get 
G((u,),)= 2 a,G(e,,) = f a,2’Z(t). 
n=O II=0 
Note that the convergence is in the space ta12S +. 
(b) Let us consider the linear operator %! = tD2 + D - t/4 - a2/4t + 
(a + 1)/2. It is easy to verify that 4 maps Pj2S + into taj2S +. Using the 
formula 
cc+1 t Lx2 
n+ - - - _ - 2 
4 4t 
e - rGtGy( t) = 0 
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[3, p. 1881 we obtain @(‘(u,:(t)) = -KY;(~). Hence 
a,,(“Vi) 1 = ST “i(q5)u;(t)dt= -ny qLY,“(t)dt= -na,,(q5). 
0 0 
Moreover, a,(@(~)) = ( -u)~ a,(b) for any k E N. As q(4) E t’;‘S + c L’ 
and (F:(t)), is orthonormal in L2( [0, +a)), we have C,“=. TZ~~/Q,, I’< ZJ 
for every k E N, so (Q,,)~ ES. 
A duality argument gives the following: 
THEOREM 2.6. Let c1> - 1. Zf u E (F2S + )’ then u = C,“=. a,Y;(t) in 
(P’S +)I, where a, = (u, Y,“(t)) and (a,), ES’. Conversely $ (a,), ES’ then 
there exists u E (tai2S + )’ such that u = C,“=, a&F:(t) in (tui2S + )‘. 
Considering the function G defined in 2.5(a), as (g;(t)), is orthonormal, 
and by 2.5(b), we have: 
COROLLARY 2.7. t”‘S + is isomorphic to s, and (tni2S + )’ is isomorphic 
to SI. 
In particular, for a = 0 we get: 
THEOREM 2.8. Zf YES+ and a, =j’F d(t) L,(t) e-‘/‘dt then d= 
C,“=, a,L,(t) e-t’2 and (a,), ES. Conversely if (a,), ES there exists 4 E S + 
such that 4 = x:,xz0 a, L,,(t) e-Ii’. As a consequence, S + is topologically 
isomorphic to s. 
THEOREM 2.9. rf u E (S + )’ and a, = (u, L,(t) e -[12) then u = 
C,“=, a, L,( t) e-II2 and (a,), E s’. Conversely if (a,), ES’ there exists 
UE(S’) such that ~=C~=~a,L,,(t)e-*‘~. As a consequence, (S+)’ is 
isomorphic to s’. 
We finish this Section with the proofs of 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Consider the following formula: 
e-rcz/cI -z)) 
(1 -z)l+a 
= 1 + f. z”LZ(t) 
,t= I 
which holds for t E R, )tl < 1, and c1# - 1 [3, p. 1891. 
By Cauchy’s formula, we have 
(2) 
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where C, is the circle with center the origin and radius r < 1, described in 
a positive way. 
If we put w  = (z/( 1 - z)) then we get 
where C’ is the transformated circle. For sufficiently small r, C’ can be 
replaced by any circle with center in w  = 0 and radius 6 (0 < 6 < 1). 
The integrand can be defined as a meromorphic function in the plane, 
except for a ray from w  = - 1 along the negative axis to og with a pole in 
w  = 0. So we can substitute C’ by the boundary of the rectangle of vertices 
s$-iR, i&iR, where s, R>O. 
Fixing s, let R + + cc. The integral along the segments - 4 + iR to s + iR 
tend to zero, when R -+ +co because 
--fW ‘12 MR” - 1 
and a<O. 
The integral 
1 s+rCC 1+w n+l 
22 s *-,rn e 
--11(’ 
c-1 W 
(l+w)“-‘dw 
is absolutely convergent since if we put s + ix = w  
1 
s 
+CC 
4-e - IS 
2n -* 
M,[(l +s)~+x~](‘-~)/~~~ 
and a < 0. As the integral does not depend on s, we get 
p(t)= 2-J’” ef/2-rxr 
cc 
(“:,:::;)“” (f+ix)“-‘dx. 
SO 
‘tO9/150/1-12 
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Using tables [7, p. 295 (3.25 l-2)] we obtain 
If -2<@6 -1 then 2-“,<4 and -$<(E-1)/2< -1, obtaining 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. Given crb0 we have -2,<cr-[cr]-2~ -1. 
Let /I = CI - [IX] - 2 and consider the following index table: 
(A 0) CD> 1) M2) ... 
(P+l,O) (j?+l, 1) (B+2,21 ... 
. . . 
(NY 0) (4 1) (f&2) ... 
(a+l,O) (a+l,l) (cr+1,2) ” 
If this Corollary is true for (y, n), (y + 1, n - l), it is also true for 
(y+ 1,n) because L;“(t)=L;(t)+L;f:(t). SO 
To prove that it is true for (~1, n) it suffices to prove it for (/?, n) and 
(y, 0). By Lemma 2.1 and as -2<p< -1, we have IL{(t)/ <2e”*d 
2( n+ra1+2 ) erj2, since this combinatory number is not zero when /3 2 -2. 
Finall;, for (y, 0), I,C,G(t)l = 1 ,<2(‘+ [;I+*) e”‘. 
On the other hand, if - 1~ c1< 0, we consider -2 <u - 1~ - 1 and 
proceed as before, and if - 2 < TV < - 1, it follows from Lemma 2.1. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let BE R and let Kc (0, +co) be a compact set. 
We shall prove that given kEN, C,“=, a,(tfie-~12L~(t))(k) converges 
uniformly on K. 
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Now IL:(t)\ <2(ntrt1+2) e”’ and (L;(t))“) = (- l)] L:+_;(t) so that for 
every t E KI(tSe-“2L~(t))‘k’\ < P(n), where P is a suitable polynomial. As 
(a,) ES, C,” la,P(n)l< co and we just have to apply the Weierstrass 
criterion. 
If /? E N we can allow 0 E K, as tB and its derivatives are bounded on K. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. As w  = (- l/2+ 2rcix)/(1/2+ 2nix), we have 
x = 1/4ni. (1 + w)/( 1 - w) and w’ = 2ni/( l/2 + 2nix)* = 2ni( 1 - w)‘, and it 
follows that x’f(x) = (1/(4rci)‘)(( I+ w)‘/( 1 - w)‘) C,“= 0 a, w~( 1 - w)). 
Expanding (1 + w)’ and reordering, we get x’f(x) = l/(1 - w)J--Y 
C,“=O b, wn, with (6,) ES. The function f is a %?-function with respect to x. 
We can also derivate term by term. So 
$ (x!f(x))~(~(y~,~~-~~l f  bT2w”f(l _t,i-y t  nbTIWn-lW’ 
PI=0 A 0 
= (Y -A(1 -w)’ O” 
(1 - w)J--Y+l 
1 2nib,w” 
PI=0 
+ (aide’, c 2ninb,w”-‘(1 -w) 
” 0 
=(l-W)Y-‘+’ f  c,wn 
II=0 
with (c,) ES. 
In consequence (&/dxk)(x’f(x)) = (1 - ~)?--l+~ C,“=. d, wn with (a,) ES. 
Since C,“= o & w” is bounded as a function of x E R, and since k - j + y > 1, 
(1 _ W)Y--J+k = I ( 2 + 2nix)‘-Y-k E L’(R) and the lemma follows. 
3. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS 
Next, we give some examples of expansions: 
EXAMPLES 3.1. 
(1) 6= 2 L,(t) eCri2. 
n=O 
Indeed, we have (6, L,(t) e-‘/‘) = 1. 
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For, 
(3) XCO. +,j(t)=2 f. (-l)“L(t)e-1’2. 
?7=0 
Indeed, 
4 = (XCO, +mJ(t), L,(t) e-“*) 
=z s (o L,(t) e- “* dt = ( - 1)” 2. 0 
(4) &t-a)= f L,(u)e-“2L,(t)e-‘/2 if aa 0. 
tl=O 
(5) J,((Xt)“2) = f 2( - 1)” YE(x) u;(t) 
II=0 
for cc>-1 and x > 0. 
See [12, p. 831. 
(6) +exp(-yz 
Z z 
= f L,(x) e-x’2z”L,(t) e-‘I* 
n=o 
for lzl<l,z#l,andx,t>O. 
See [ 12, p. 781. As (L,(t) ePri2 z”), E s’ for x > 0 fixed, the formula follows 
for j-71 = 1. 
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if ‘%u > 4 and i is the zheta function of Riemann. 
Indeed, 
s 
m te’/2 
a, = -LL,(t)e-‘j2dt= m 
0 ear-1 s 
- L,(t) dt 
0 e 
olt 
-1 
=kco(;;) 
kn 1 
- k -+-@+2)i(k+2) 
0 
See [6, p. 3631 for the fourth equality. 
The following theorem characterizes the Fourier-Laguerre coefficients 
for functions in S + n S. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let LX> - 1, 4E t”‘S+, and a:,=!: 4(t) Y;(t) dt. 
Then r$ E S + n S if and only if (a,), ES and for every k E N, 
~,“=,~~(“f;“)“~n~=O. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5 c)(t) = C,“=, a;Lfz(t), so 
l)(t)= t-“‘2fj(t)= f a~z~L~(t) e-“2, (3) 
n=O 
where zz=(n!/r(n+a+l)) I”. By Lemma 2.3 the series (3) converges 
uniformly on compact sets of [0, +a~) and we can derive term to term (we 
take Lfj(t)=O, (I:)=0 if n-co): 
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for certain b,, . . . . b,- 1 E R. 
So tick’(O) = 0 for all k>,O if and only if C,“=, aitz(Eza) nk = 0 for all 
k 2 0. 
Since z:(~:‘)= ((nia)/ZJc())1’2 andII/ES+nSifandonlyifdES+nS, 
by Note 1.3(b), we obtain 4 ES+ n S if and only if C,“=, a~(“t*)‘/* nk = 0 
for all k>O. 
The expansions that we have obtained for the elements of (t”‘*S +)‘, 
allow us to extend to this space, in a simple way, some integral operators 
defined for functions. See the following examples: 
Remark 3.3. A Hankel transform of degree a(cr > -l), is defined by 
where f is a suitable function (for a = 0, to see [9, 4, p. 31). 
(4) 
If f admits an expansion f(t)=C,“=oa,TE(t), as by 3.1 (5) 
i J,( (xt)“2) = C,“= o ( - 1)” 2’:(x) 2’:(t), it follows that Ha(f)(x) = 
C,“=, ( - 1)” a, P’:(x). This justifies the next definition. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. We define the Hankel transform of degree a in 
(ta12S+)’ (a> -1) as 
Jg : (t”2S + )’ + (t”‘2S + )’ 
%(u)= f (-l)“a,5q(t) 
?I=0 
if u=C,“=,a,Zz(t) with a,= (u, P;(t)). 
Note that for UE t”“S +, the transform coincides with the transform 
defined by (4). 
Regarding 2.8 and 2.9, we get: 
THEOREM 3.5. The Hankel transform of degree a is an isomorphism of 
( tai2S + )’ in ( tai2S + )‘, of t”j2S + in tui2S +, and 2: is the identity map. 
Remark 3.6. Analogously, as 
for~z~~l,z#1,andx,t~O,wecandefineanoperator~~for~z~=1,z#1 
-14,:(s+)‘+(s+)’ 
Y=(u) = f a,z”L,(t) eCr12 
II=0 
if a, = (u, L,(t) e-*j2), which is an isomorphism, because the map which 
sends (a,), in (u~z”)~ from s’ onto s’ is also an isomorphism. 
Let us note that if z is an nth root of unity, the operator also satisfies 
9; = id. 
Remark 3.7. Finally, given U, u E (S + )‘, we compute the Fourier- 
Laguerre coefficients of u * u: if a, = (u, L,(t) e-‘12), and b, = 
(u, L,(t) e-“‘) then 
(u*u,L,(t)e~“2)=(u(x)Oo(y),L,(x+y)e~(”+-””2). 
Now, L!,(x+ y)=Ci=OL,-k(~)Lk(y) and L,(t)=L!Jt)-L:-,(t) (see 
[3, p. 1921) and 
(24 * u, L,(t) e-‘j2) 
=k$o (u(x), Lk(x) ep”‘2)(U(y), Lk(y) e-y’2) 
n-1 
- C (u(x), L-k-I(x) e-“‘2)(u(y), Lk(y)e-4‘12) 
k=O 
= i (bk(%-k-a,-k-,)), 
k=O 
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where a_, = 0. It is easy to verify that if (a,),,, (h,),, ES’ then 
cC~=,(bk(a,-k-a,~,~,))),,Es’. This method provides a new way of 
proving that (S +)’ is a convolution algebra. 
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